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Transport plays a key role in the climate crisis

https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/transport_en

Transport represents almost a 
quarter of Europe's greenhouse 
gas emissions and is the main 
cause of air pollution in cities.



Zeke Hausfather



Gössling et al, Ecol Econ 158 (2019)

Cost-benefit analysis in EU that accounts for 

- Health
- Environment
- Travel / Congestion

costs 
0.11 €

shows: 1 km travelled by 

brings 
0.18 €

brings 
0.37 €

More active travel is a "no-brainer"



Data-informed planning can 
support a sustainability shift



How to find the missing links in well-developed networks?

In Copenhagen, most of the 
network is 1 connected component.

Anastassia Vybornova



How to find the missing links in well-developed networks?

Still, there are a lot of 
"missing links".

How to find them?  
How to prioritize them?

In Copenhagen, most of the 
network is 1 connected component.



A gap is a shortest path  
between two contact nodes  
that consists only of unprotected links

Multiplex network

1) Identify: We need a formal definition of “gap”

Links
1) unprotected
2) protected

Nodes
1) unprotected
2) protected
3) contact

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



2) Prioritize

We could find millions of gaps… 1 2

3We need a metric to prioritize them.

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



2) Prioritize

“If this gap was closed, how 
many meters cycled in mixed 
traffic would be avoided per 
investment unit?”

1 2

3

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



We can use betweenness centrality as a proxy for flow

CB(i) = ∑
i≠j≠k

σjk(i)
σjk

Cyclist flow data 
is hard to get



From map to gap: IPDC

1) Identify gaps
2) Prioritize gaps
3) Decluster gaps
4) Classify gaps

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



We need data to plan more sustainable cities

Attribution

Berlin

Copenhagen

Liverpool

Sofia

Vienna

Milan



Cycling is marginalized - BOTH in infrastructure and data

Body

Body small

Copenhagenize

Data reflects priorities  





Data influences priorities and decisions



Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   

Bicycle networks are highly fragmented

 
How much of this is 
just missing data?



Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   

Bicycle networks are highly fragmented

Where?

 
How much of this is 
just missing data?



Funded by The Danish Road Directorate

+

Bicycle Infrastructure Data & Network Assessment

Ane Rahbek Vierø



Data quality is multi-faceted

ISO 19115 

• Completeness


• Consistency


• Positional accuracy


• Temporal accuracy


• Thematic accuracy

Senaratne et al., Int J GIS 31 (2017)

https://committee.iso.org/sites/tc211/home/projects/projects---complete-list/iso-19157-1.html


We use: ‘Fitness for Purpose’

Are data good enough for my use case?

Barron, Neis & Zipf, Transaction in GIS 18,6 (2014)



We care less about accuracy, more about topology

Neis, Zielstra & Zipf, Fut Int 4,1 (2012)Haklay et al., The Cart J 47:4 (2010)



Some common (topo)logical issues in bike infra data



You can analyze one data set or compare two

Intrinsic Extrinsic



https://github.com/anerv/BikeDNA



Features of BikeDNA

Soft-released Feb 2023

Data + network quality (completeness, 
consistency, accuracy)

Both intrinsic and extrinsic,  
comparing reference data to OSM

Export reports: HTML (interactive), PDF



Data completeness is the first step



…but comparing data completeness is tricky

© OpenStreetMap contributors, © GeoDanmark



Feature matching reveals inaccuracies & missing data

© OpenStreetMap contributors, © GeoDanmarkSee also Koukoletsos et al. 2012



We map the tagging patterns to help new users 
understand OSM practices



OSM tags are added inconsistently

© OpenStreetMap contributors
% edges without ‘surface’ tag



OSM tags are added inconsistently

© OpenStreetMap contributors



Actual bicycle networks are often not connected…



…even less so when mapped



Inconsistent mapping methods results in data gaps

Body

Body small



Errors and omissions have real network effects



Errors and omissions have real network effects



Errors and omissions have real network effects



Use cases of BikeDNA

Urban / regional / national planners

Researchers

OSM maintainers

Cycling advocates



There are still unsolved challenges

Body small

No ground truth



Key take aways

Data quality matters



Key take aways

Quality data not a given

Data quality matters

?



Key take aways

Quality data not a given

Data (quality) is political

Data quality matters

?



Different cities need different strategies





Let's grow networks 
from scratch



How to build bicycle infrastructure?

We have great 
planning guides.



 

But no knowledge on the 
fundamental topological 
limitations of network growth.

We have great 
planning guides.

How to build bicycle infrastructure?



Inspired by CROW, we want a cohesive network

Connectedness & Resilience

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)
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Inspired by CROW, we want a cohesive network
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Inspired by CROW, we want a cohesive network

& CoverageConnectedness & Resilience



We build a greedy triangulation between points of interest

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)

Seed points



We build a greedy triangulation between points of interest

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



We build a greedy triangulation between points of interest

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



We explore 62 cities

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



Result 1: Investments need to surpass a critical threshold

The pieces need 
to connect and  
to form cycles

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



Policy implication 1: Invest persistently!

https://twitter.com/BrentToderian/status/1420907319982915587?s=20



Result 2: It's not a network's length that matters but how you grow it

At same length, we could 
do much better

Synthetic ViennaReal Vienna

LCC



Result 2: It's not a network's length that matters but how you grow it

At same length, we could 
do much better

Synthetic ViennaReal Vienna

LCC



Policy implication 2: Strategy matters: Build for the whole city

Avoid "random-like", 
piecewise growth

Synthetic ViennaReal Vienna

LCC



Policy implication 2: Strategy matters: Build for the whole city

Investments

Random growth needs 3x the 
investments than a global strategy

Synthetic ViennaReal Vienna

LCC



Easier said than done - Isn't this unrealistic??

Synthetic ViennaReal Vienna

LCC



Nope: See Seville Also: Paris, Oslo, ...

https://usa.streetsblog.org/2020/10/13/best-practices-how-seville-became-a-city-of-cyclists/

Easier said than done - Isn't this unrealistic??

There is 
no excuse



Explore your city at GrowBike.Net

http://GrowBike.Net


We lack data+research on
• Cyclist traffic behavior
• Cyclist flows
• Bicycle networks
• ...

but..



..Building sustainable cities is a 
political, not a technical question



You cannot optimize yourself out of 
an unsustainable political system



Our work: Data-driven tools to help sustainable urban planning

Geospatial Data Science

Grow bicycle networks

BikeDNA Missing Links

https://github.com/anerv/cycling_data_quality
https://github.com/mszell/geospatialdatascience
https://github.com/mszell/geospatialdatascience
https://growbike.net/
https://growbike.net/
https://fixbike.net/
https://github.com/anerv/BikeDNA
https://fixbike.net/


growbike.net
fixbike.net

whatthestreet.com
nerds.itu.dk

Our work: Data-driven tools to help sustainable urban planning

https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.01223

http://growbike.net
http://fixbike.net
http://whatthestreet.com
http://nerds.itu.dk

